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ACADEMICS

We’re coming along with learning the
procedures for all our different classes and
switching between teachers. Please be sure to
check your child’s planner and initial the boxes
to indicate they have completed the reading
and studied the notecards in math. About once
a week this quarter, we will have homework
out of the math book which will replace the
notecard studying.

In Math we are working on time, temperature,
and reviewing addition and subtraction facts.
Keep studying those notecards, we’re steadily
adding to them! Multiplication will start before
we know it, so please make sure your child is
learning the addition and subtraction facts.

RELIGION UPDATE:
QUIZ FRIDAY, AUG. 30th over 1st
Commandment and meaning – study
materials go home Tuesday

I introduced the classroom economy today,
and the students were very excited about it.
They are now earning $ for completing their
work, doing their classroom jobs, and being
on-task. They can lose $ too, if they’re not
following our classroom rules. They’re looking
forward to being able to start buying coupons
for fun rewards, like bringing a toy for show
and tell, or wearing a hat in the classroom!

In Reading this week, we are continuing
to discuss how to “build a reading life.”
We discuss this week how to pick “just
right” books.
We are learning little jingles in English to help
students remember what a sentence, noun,
verb, adjective, adverb, and article are. Ask
your child if they can remember them.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK:
Beckett has done a great job of following along
with whatever we’re doing – whether it’s a
GoNoodle stretch or warm-up, an English
jingle, or a math lesson, he is on task and
focused. Thanks for being a leader, Beckett!

